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And the market is back to its old ways of busting up short-sellers and remaining in popped stops mode.  While 

bears/short sellers continue to cry foul, the market continues to rally, busting yet again a morning bear flag set-up early 

in the session... and even overcoming negative dual divergences to continue its rally into oblivion. 

To understand today's action, you have to understand supply and demand and how it affects expectations in the 

marketplace and traders in aggregate.  It looked overwhelming that price would go for a deeper sell-off to many traders, 

and so they got short - some with large positions for a swing-trading perspective - during and after the morning gap sell-

off... which happened to stop declining at the rising trendline amid other support levels there. 

So you have a new influx of short-sellers thinking "Well, ok, THIS is the top.  Here we go."  and then buyers - either 

blatantly unaware of the sell-signal or not watching technicals at all... or worse, using technicals to 'trap' traders (a 

whole other story), continued to buy to push price above a key and popular sell-signal at the $118.20 level (described).  

Once that happened, the calculus shifted, leaving bulls buying, aggressive traders buying for Popped Stops (which I 

recommend doing in these reports - many traders do so), and shorts... who just got short a few hours prior - forced to 

cover as price broke to new intraday highs and then above yesterday's close.   

Now, buyers/bulls were buying and shorts/bears were... well... buying too, creating a positive feedback loop, driving 

prices higher on the session.   If you don't understand this concept, you really need to - markets aren't driven by 

patterns or indicators, but by supply and demand.  Remember that once an expectation - that the market "HAS" to go 

down - is broken, it creates an 'equal and opposite reaction' (sometimes not so equal) in the OPPOSITE direction, giving 

you the intraday trader an opportunity. 

If all that's confusing, just remember this sentence: 

"When something SHOULD happen but does NOT happen, then it often leads to a LARGER THAN EXPECTED move in the 

OPPOSITE direction. 

Today is best understood in that light. 

1.  GAP FADE, TRENDLINE BREAK, DIVERGENCES 
The first trade of the session was a type of gap fade that waited for confirmation, though you certainly could have 

entered long on the break of the doji candle at the $117.75 level at 8:45/50 CST.  The better entry - because keep in 

mind price could have continued the sell-off - was upon the trendline break (see 1-min chart) at the $117.80/85 level 

that was met with a new intraday TICK high and quick Wyckoff Sign of Strength (price was not yet making a new intraday 

high).  It's not ideal to look for Wyckoff signals off the open (or into the close), but keep in mind that we had an obvious 

positive TICK divergence from yesterday's closing session to this morning's opening session. 

Keep in mind too that price was testing the upper side of the rising trendline as shown on the 30 and 60 min charts later. 

You could have exited either at the 20 EMA at the $118.00 level, but price blew right through it without giving a 

convincing sell candle, then supported on the average, and moved up to the 50 EMA and upper Bollinger at $118.20.  

You should have exited here and - due to a negative dual divergence - considered going short on a reversal candle and 

the breaking under that candle... which occurred at 10:00am. 

2.  RETRACEMENT SELL, 50 EMA, UPPER BOLLINGER, SPINNING TOP, NEGATIVE DUAL DIVERGENCE 

Odds favored lower prices due to the confluence of bearish omens/signals at the 10:00am time, including the negative 

dual divergences (see 1-min chart), and the spinning top reversal candle that appeared at the convergence of the 50 
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EMA and upper Bollinger Band.  An entry was at 10:15am at the $118.11 level with a stop above the spinning top at 

$118.20.  

As you can see, this trade didn't work out as expected (or actually work out at all) which resulted in a pretty quick stop-

loss anywhere from 5 to 10 cents depending on your entry and stop-loss placement. 

Remember the earlier sentence... "When something SHOULD happen but doesn't, it often leads to a more powerful 

move in the OPPOSITE direction." 

This is a great example of that concept, and of Popped Stops in general.  If you don't understand this, you'll probably be 

part of the "popped stops" instead of the traders taking advantage of the shift in the supply/demand relationship. 

3.  POPPED STOPS 
As soon as price busted upwards into the "Pocket" of stop-losses (yours included), you could have triggered an 

aggressive 'buy long' trade, or waited a few more minutes to see what price was doing.  Price then formed new intraday 

TICK highs with new price highs, confirming the move as buyers jumped in while short-sellers - frustrated as could 

possibly be - took even more stop-losses and (perversely) drove the price higher. 

Please refer to the comments I have provided at least a dozen times in  prior reports: 

"In the current market condition, you're either Long/Buying or Neutral/Sidelined/Out (if you can't bring yourself to buy).  

You shouldn't sell short for anything other than an intraday scalp unless you're willing to take the risk of a tight stop-

out." 

That statement and advice continues to ring true, as today's action showed.  For whatever reason - and I'm not here to 

debate those reasons - price continues to rise and it's better to bet WITH the bulls than to bet AGAINST them for the 

time being.  This won't always be the case or course, but for now, it is. 

You should have held your buy position as long as possible, though there were various places to exit all the way up, 

depending on your risk tolerance level.   The final trade was a buy back to support trade. 

4.  CONFLUENCE SUPORT AT 20 AND 200 MOVING AVERAGES, BULLISH ENGULFING 
There really wasn't much to this trade, other than buying the pullback to the 20 EMA at 1:30 which happened to 

correspond with the 200 SMA on the 5-min chart.  There really wasn't even a nice bullish reversal candle, but the 1:20 

breakout candle was a good buy at the $118.75 level if you weren't long already from the pullback into the $118.65 

support. 

Yes - I know - the market continued to rally despite negative TICK and momentum divergences (though not Breadth or 

VOLD divergences).  Such is the reality we trade in currently - the market will rally at any cost and despite any caution or 

sell-signal to the contrary. 

Depending on your aggressive level, you could have held this trade into the close, resulting in a scratch, but a better exit 

was as the two doji/spinning top candles formed at the upper Bollinger at the $118.90 level at 2:00pm, making this a 

less-than-stellar trade. 
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Using the ideal trades discussed above, roughly 80 to 85 cents was possible with 3 winning trades and 1 losing trade.   

That's roughly 6.5 to 8 points in the @ES futures. 
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Today's price structure had a nice Elliott Wave progression to it, down to the smallest fractal level.  I call these "Elliott's 

Fractals" and the fact that price completed one of these into the close gives a bias for the market to sell-off tomorrow, 

particularly if we start to see a move under $118.60 for a trigger to expect downside action. 
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Looking at a Fibonacci Retracement Confluence Grid (very short-term), we see retracement confluences at $117.40, 

$117.00 even, and $116.40 as potential support points for price going forward. 
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Volume (SPY) ran a few million shares above average on this morning's sell-off/gap down and then ran above average 

during the afternoon rally but then dipped back under average into the closing period.   

Market Stats:                  
The day ended with 246 S&P 500 stocks 'advancing' for the day and 248 stocks 'declining.'  That's 50% or neutral. 

However, when looking at Up/Down volume of the S&P 500, 69.11% of the volume came from ADVANCING stocks on 

the session, which is in the bullish camp. 

The figures on the NYSE Index were 1,565 stocks advancing with 1,515 declining while 62.22% of volume came 'flowing' 

into advancers. 
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The market found resistance today at the key $119.00 area, which now holds a horizontal resistance line and has been 

tested at least three times, with one 'trap' breakout into the close of April 6th.  The area maintains resistance, however 

if broken, and if buyers lift price beyond $119.25, then trade aggressively long for more "popped stops" of the short-

sellers. 

Otherwise, we could see price pullback tomorrow from $119.00 back to at least $118.00 as the expected play, though 

any move under $117.50 could be met with additional selling so prepare to short under $117.50 and trade long over 

$119.25 while maintaining a bearish to neutral bias while price is under $119.00. 
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The 60min chart shows the short/intermediate term trendline ending at the $117.50 area near today's swing low which 

successfully bounced off the rising trendline - that's why you should continue to watch trendlines in your trading, 

particularly with regard to what the higher timeframe structure is showing. 

Try not to overcomplicate the chart and don't let bias infiltrate - continue trading long for 'popped stops' and trend 

continuation above $119.25.  Remain neutral to bearish (expecting a retracement down at least to $118.00) in here, and 

prepare to short for a potential breakdown if under $117.50 (preferably under $117.00). 
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Depending on how you draw trendlines, the S&P 500 bounced solidly off the long-term trendline as drawn above, and 

the shorter term trendline as shown on the 30 and 60 min charts.  We still see a negative volume and momentum 

divergence, but these have not stopped buyers from buying and short-sellers from covering - both of which are driving 

the market higher (amid cries of manipulation). 

Should price break under the lower trendline and then break under 1,170 (the rising 20 day EMA), then we would expect 

a pullback at least to the 1,145 level, but UNTIL that occurs, the bias remains for higher prices despite the overbought 

conditions and negative divergences that have permeated the better part of this rally.  Remember the saying "Only Price 

Pays." 


